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by USAdvisors, a Registered
Investment Advisory Firm, that
performs independent Risk
Analysis and Due Diligence
on EB-5 Visa Regional Center
projects to help clients make
educated decisions based on
facts related to the EB-5 Visa
investment.
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agents with which they will use
to lend credibility and legitimacy that they need to convince
their clients to invest and to
broker the U.S. securities they
have committed to sell.

With so many attorneys
and service providers traveling
to China this month, it will be
interesting to see how closely
they align themselves with the
projects and agents who have
paid their way given the recent
scrutiny by U.S. regulators
over the actions of the project
promoters.

Time will tell if these industry
professionals will distance
themselves from the promotional activities and compensation arrangements with the
offshore agents for concern
over conflict of interests and
potential action should there
be losses from projects that the
agents were promoting.

Already we have seen a U.S.
governor cancel a promotional
appearance that involved an
EB-5 project given the recent
publicity surrounding the
program and people associated
with that development. We
will see a number of photos of
these well-known U.S. attorneys
side-by-side with the Chinese

Best wishes,
Michael Gibson
Managing Director
USAdvisors.org

michael@usadvisors.org
LinkedIn @EB5Info
Facebook
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In this month’s issue of

Skype: eb5news1

EB-5 News, we feature the
stories of two commercial real
estate developers who have
successfully managed to use
the EB-5 program to raise capital to fund their developments.
The stories are interesting as
they outline some of the issues
involved in raising funds from
overseas, as well as submitting
investor applications to USCIS
for approval and hopefully they
will give the developer audience some guidance when they
get ready to do their raise.

EB5Info.com
EB-5 Newsletters
EB-5 News

We are also continuing to monitor the developments related
to last month’s SEC action in

the IRCTC case including some
fall-out for agents in China who
promoted the project, along
with a report on a U.S. law firm
filing a motion on behalf of the
investors.
We have an excellent article
from Hong Kong based Attorney Steven Blayney on how
Regional Center payments to
Chinese migration agents may
violate the U.S. FCPA, a subject
that has not been explored
to date in the industry and an
article from Joe Whalen on
Material Change.

Kris Stell
Editor-in-Chief, USAdvisors.org

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
by

RON WILKINSON
Developer

Lessons I Learned From My
First EB-5 Capital Raise:
A Developer’s Perspective

V
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antage Pointe Investments, developers of assisted living communities and luxury apartment
communities throughout the Southeast, had
utilized conventional funding for capital stack needs in
much the same manner and from most of the same types
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of sources used by all developers. When the economy
began changing in 2008, we began looking for alternate
sources of debt as well as equity. We were introduced to
the EB-5 world by happenchance shrugging it off as likely
just another government program with little or no substance. Our introduction came during a chance encounter while dining and started as innocent dinner conversation; looking back it was a conversation where one party
spoke as if they had knowledge and experience, we know
now that the statements made were far from the facts or
the truth.
The lessons I “learned” are the experiences I don’t like
to recall and I certainly intend to never repeat. If I choose
one theme to hope you would remember from our
journey, it would be that most Regional Centers are only
conduits to the United States Citizens and Immigration
Services EB-5 program, offering little or no help and offering advice that may take you down roads “less traveled”
leading often to expensive u-turns.

Our First Course was Regional Center Chaos
Having no previous experience with EB-5, my first mistake was not thoroughly investigating the Regional Center with which we started doing business. Instead, I relied
upon the Regional Center’s legal counsel’s verbal résumé
as well as their online description of what later
was proved to be non-existent success. There was
no correlation to their fictional résumé and reality.
Apparently, no one in the industry polices such
information provided on Regional Center websites. We were guilty of assuming and we did not
investigate to find out that this Regional Center
had at that time no successful experience and as
of today they still have none with the exception
of our now fully-funded development, which we
accomplished in spite of them. We accomplished
this only after asking them to move aside and allow us to take full control.
Relying on the commentary provided by the
Regional Center as to their experience and successes, and assuming they actually were telling
the truth and knew what they were talking about,
we engaged them and handed over a check. That was
the beginning of a very expensive series of lessons. We
wrote the RC a check thinking we were going to receive
as the contract with them stated “guidance and consultation” through the EB-5 process. The fact is we ended up
doing 100% of what they were contracted to provide.
Relying on the Regional Center’s “in-house immigration
attorney and co-owner,” we began assembling a “team” to
provide the PPM, the econometric model, the escrow accounts and search for investors. The team members were
selected entirely by this self-elected guru, a soon-to-berealized huge mistake.
The “attorney” from the Regional Center spoke to us
with authority, continually reminding us of his knowledge and experience. He was rarely available for consultation because he said he was usually somewhere in
the world speaking. He used this as further proof of his

abilities, continually reminding us of his regular speaking engagements at various EB-5 seminars, as if he
actually was experienced. My advice: when you seek
“experienced” persons to help with your EB-5 project,
do not make the mistake that just because they speak at
seminars they are speaking from knowledge backed by
experience, a combination you must have in your “team”
to be successful. Apparently, they allow anyone who
can stand and speak to spew forth their version of the
needs to be successful at some of these seminars, even
though the speakers may have no success in their own
program’s résumé.
As our own very good real estate and tax attorneys
began to try and work with the Regional Center lawyer
(in this case I use the identification “lawyer” and hope
I don’t offend real attorneys), they found they could
rarely get the attorney to come to a meeting. They also
discovered fairly quickly that when he did show up he
was ill prepared to give any help and actually became a
detriment to the processing, so much so that we “fired”
him and “rented their Regional Center,” entirely restructuring the original “consulting agreement.”

From Regional Center Chaos we moved to Private
Placement Memorandum Confusion
We made our second mistake when we allowed the
Regional Center to direct us regarding creation of the
various documents that are needed to start the search
for investors. We hired a firm the Regional Center immigration lawyer directed us to for assistance in creating
a PPM. The firm we hired was a boiler-plate creator of
PPMs, i.e., standard forms with no specificity to them.
The “real” and specific language for our development

An assisted living facility by Vantage Pointe, rear view, and above right, front view.
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Lesson learned: there are many poor
Regional Centers, and in my opinion,
only a very small number that are
fully staffed and helpful around the
country. Be careful, study, and ask
lots of questions, and most importantly, check with all their references
before signing on with them.
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still had to be created by our lawyers who already had
PPM experience. However, the RC lawyer convinced us
we needed to hire this PPM “creator” as our actual “5star” legal representatives would not be able to comprehend the special content that should be included in an
EB-5 compliant PPM, and that to be certain it complied
to and met the special needs of EB-5 we must hire “expert” help.
We now know that the RC lawyer’s definition of “expert
help” was more in line with the “help” he gave and not
what you and I would normally experience when receiving true “EXPERT HELP.” The company to which we were
referred eventually suggested we pay them nothing
more as it was obvious to them that our lawyers were
much more capable than they were at crafting the
language. In addition, they were kind enough to inform
us that they really only provided basic forms; however
by the time they told us this, we had already paid them
$11,000 of an $18,000 fee. Lesson: it is never advisable to
let the complexity of the EB-5 process cloud your good
previous business experience, and more importantly,
that of all your trusted advisors and team members.
Many firms and consultants you will meet along the
way are only interested in a fee and have no interest in
whether you succeed or not.
Eventually, we had to scrap the PPM and let our own
attorneys craft the document. The RC “lawyer” advised us
to include a fee of $90,000 per investor for the administrative fee, the bulk of which would go to the RC which
was co-owned by the RC “lawyer.” We were very fortunate that the “boiler plate” PPM firm advised us that this
administrative fee was double the norm and we should
consider reducing it. In reality, the fee should only be
related to the services you or the RC provide and you
should investigate what the fee pays for in terms of both
your cost and that of the foreign investor partner.
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Don’t leave the investor out of this, they are the most
important aspect of the EB-5 process and are truly “on
your team.” The investor needs your help. Never assume
a fee is necessary just because you are told that it is,
get to the facts and leave behind the myth. The lesson learned here is that no matter what you are told,
unless you have previous experience with the person
or firm you are dealing with, be sure to check the cost
and/or expenses by comparing them to successful EB-5
deals. Never allow your experience to be trumped, trust
your instincts, and look at the information and numbers
thrown around by inserting them into your economic
models. The only difference between EB-5 dollars and
your normal capital raise is there are many more people
involved in the EB-5 system that know little more than
you, but are good at convincing you to lose sight of
your common sense. Look at things you normally look
at, such as the “cost of money.” In the end, the financial
responsibilities are yours, not the “circus” magician.
A Crash course in how not to create an EB-5 Team
We assembled the first team, using guidance from the
Regional Center. Do not assume that because you hire
someone that they are acting in your best interest; usually they are, but if the advice you get is flawed, such as
was our case, you will end up with team members that
only want a fee for giving you something that later you
will find you must scrap and do again using better thirdparty providers. We had to do just this for such work as
the econometric models, the PPM, the escrow agreements and a colossal number of documents that can be
overwhelming. Never forget that providers of bad advice
beget providers of more bad advice.
We assembled a team to provide the econometric
models and to identify the targeted employment area
(TEA) site as it relates to being within a zone that is
150% of the national unemployment
rate, allowing investors to pay $500,000
in lieu of the higher $1 million investment. We discovered that hiring an
economist does not mean you simply
pay for the report, sit back and wait
and you get what you need and/or ask
for. If you are not very knowledgeable
about the nuances of the zoning and job
creation calculations, you may pay for a
report that initially says something that
will not work for your specific development later, unbeknownst to you. This
may relate to the total potential equity
or debt you can raise from your foreign

Engaging a Broker and Escrow Agent Should be
done with Great Attention to Detail
We had become skeptical of ever achieving the goals
of utilizing EB-5 as a source of equity funding via the
association and continued problems we encountered
relying on the original Regional Center. We restructured
our contract with them as stated above and moved
forward with a different relationship, one of our only
renting the “conduit,” (the Regional Center) to USCIS.
Although now in control of our destiny and under the
guidance of good, well-meaning qualified persons, such
as Michael Gibson, USAdvisors, and Dr. Scott Barnhart,
Barnhart Economic Services, LLC, our economist, we
still had residual fallout to deal with related to the poor
advice from the RC. During the phase of I-526 review,
submittal and processing, we were issued RFEs (Request
for Evidence) from USCIS for all four investors, and the
focus within the RFE were issues easily avoided with
proper guidance and advice:
a. Request for Opinions – this is something a good
Regional Center would be able to provide, it cost us an
additional $18,000.

To avoid this type of problem,
ALWAYS make sure that you paper
the escrow directions with specificity so that there is no one other than
the owners that controls the releases of these funds.
b. Request for amendments to the Business Plan
– creation of the business plan was completed and
provided to the Regional Center lawyer for his review
and comments. The plan, as submitted, had numerous flaws regarding language that needs to be woven
into the fabric of the business plan within the PPM. The
omission of expected verbiage within the business plan
resulted in an RFE that ultimately required the entire
business plan to be rewritten. The cost to us was an
additional $15,000 to redraft with the proper input and
submit with their comments to USCIS, another cost that
should have been avoided and included in the “fee” you
will recall we already had paid the Center.
c. Econometric model questions required that we hire
a firm rather than allow the original firm to reply on
our behalf. We hired Barnhart’s firm who reworked the
entire econometric model, made comments to USCIS
per their RFE request, and charged us $7,000. This was
actually $8,000 less than what we had already paid for
a report that was on the surface correct, but underneath was not what USCIS wanted or needed. This is the
report that had it been correct we could have raised an
additional $2 million dollars without delay.
We scrapped almost the entire initial work product as
well as the third party vendors at some time during the
process. Some of these were scrapped and reworked as
late as the issuance of RFEs (Request For Evidence) from
USCIS staff.
We Were Seduced into Assuming our Broker Agency
was Actually on our Team
Just when you think you have overcome all obstacles
and when you want to celebrate with your partners,
both foreign and domestic, by breaking the administration and equity escrows and starting on your construction, we found out that we were not quite complete
with our “lessons learned during our First EB-5 capital
raise.” The brokerage firm we engaged had issues within
their firm and the partners of the firm that were not
involved at any point in the raising of the capital or any
of the daily tasks suddenly became interested because
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investor partners as well as your job creation calculations. We discovered, without the guidance of the RC,
that there are several methodologies for calculating the
zone you fall within and the job count you may use. Unfortunately, it was too late in the process for us to make
changes and benefit from more accurate numbers.
The report we originally received, although correct,
fell far short of depicting the best information to benefit us, the developer, and our foreign investor partners.
Had we not developed good connections and previous
experience with the county Industrial Development
Board and the state authorities for Census Tracts approval, we would not have succeeded in having the site
deemed to be within a TEA for the $500,000 investment. This again was work we were told by the Regional
Center that their economist would handle. What we did
not know was that the job creation calculations made
by the RC’s suggested economist, although correct,
were not reflective of the various methods allowed and
did not include the most beneficial information for job
creation. As a result, we ended up with a job creation of
62 jobs versus the correct or most beneficial count of
170 jobs. We therefore raised only $2 million in foreign
investor partners when we wanted $3 million, and
could have raised $4 million easily. However, because of
the poor advice along with the omission of the second
calculation within the econometric model we had to
settle for raising $2 million dollars.
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they had to sign off on the release of the escrows. They
discovered they had money coming in and wanted all
of it not just a part of those fees. We were not a party to
the arrangements made between the Regional Center
and the broker. However, we became a “hostage” to
be used in the efforts of the broker to take in all the
administration fees and decide who gets what if any of
the funds. We therefore became entangled in their dispute with their soon to be former partner, the Regional
Center and the escrow agent.
To avoid this type of problem ALWAYS make sure that
you paper the escrow directions with specificity so that
there is no one other than the owners that controls the
release of these funds. Do this in your original documents to show exactly who is to get what amount from
the administration funds and control the flow of those
funds. Always control the cash during the process and
make plans to do so at the end of the process. There
are too many opportunities to be involved with those
that may take advantage of your lack of knowledge and
in doing so create unnecessary agony at the time you
should have nothing but Joy.
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Our Non-EB-5 Experienced Design/Construction/Development and Operations Team
In closing, we fortunately were surrounded by our
very experienced group of development and operations team personnel, we knew what we were doing and brought to the table a combined 97 years of
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development and operations experience. We knew
what we were doing on the development, construction
and operations side, we created a capital stack that
stands solidly beside our foreign investment partners,
both in the way of strong domestic equity and debt
pieces complementing the foreign investors equity and
making them feel comfortable that we were confident
in our development. We created a comfortable ratio of
econometric jobs created to investors and left more
than a 50% cushion for error giving assurance and
comfort to the foreign investment partners that we
stood with them financially, understood their needs as
it relates to citizenship and were truly their “PARTNERS.”
The entire journey from our first application some
time in November of 2011 ending with our breaking
of escrow sometime in late November of 2012 was
approximately 12 months; however, prior to the first application we went through five months “learning” most
of the lessons mentioned above.
We paid our dues and we are not leaving the “club.”
We are already on our second, third and fourth developments that include EB-5 capital raise alongside conventional debt and our personal cash equity rounding
out the capital stacks.
We are thankful to USAdvisors, Michael Gibson,
without whom we would have walked away from the
program. We are better off for having persevered and
we have created a fabulous team along the way. In addition to the above mentioned developments, we are

also working to help others make use of what we believe
will be a significant source of capital funds in the future.
In closing, the good news is we succeeded! The story
above does not have to be the journey you take and
the fact is that there are a lot of very good and qualified
people involved in this program. Stay close to the qualified folk and you will find friendships both foreign and
domestic that will enhance your life. You will also enjoy
an optional source of funding that may not meet all your
needs and your timing, however, when this program can
help, know there are good people here to help.

Ron Wilkinson (RWilkinson@VantagePointeHomes.com)
is a developer with Vantage Pointe, Luxury Apartment
Communities, Market Rate Assisted Living Communities,
doing EB-5 Facilitation.

A New Company Rises

There was also Dr. Scott
Barnhart (scottwbarnhart@
gmail.com), Barnhart
Economic Services, LLC,
our economic adviser and
creator of our econometric
models.

Russ Russell, (lmr@
CHLAW.COM) Capell Howard Law Firm Montgomery,
Alabama, our legal advisor
and document origination
coordinator.

Ron Drinkard, (http://
www.acfi-usa.com/management.html) co-owner of a
Regional Center.
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Our new team consists
of myself, Ron Wilkinson
(RWilkinson@VantagePointeHomes.com) of Vantage
Pointe Investments as the
developer and Chris Neese
(chris@aaageb5.com), president of our new company
Allied American Advisory
Group, a company created after our experiences to focus
on opportunities surrounding EB-5 and located in the
Nashville, Tennessee market,
providing equity and debt
sources as well as facilitation
services to assist other avoid
our experiences.
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INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Construction Goes Vertical
at New EB-5 Funded Office Center

A

s the West Broward, FL office market strengthens, Riviera Point Holdings, LLC has launched
vertical construction of its $17 million The
Professional Center at Riviera Point, the Miramar market’s
first new Class A office development since 2009. Located
on a four-acre site at University Drive and the Florida
Turnpike, the “green,” 70,000-square-foot
business complex is Broward’s first multitenant office development being funded
through job-creating international EB-5
investment, according to Riviera Point CEO
Rodrigo Azpurua, CCIM.
General contractor Itasca Construction
Associates is on track to complete the first
of the Professional Center’s two four-story
buildings this fall. “We’re focused on being
first to market with a new generation of environmentally
friendly, corporate-quality space in Miramar,” said Azpurua. “It’s an ideal time in the market cycle for a complex
geared to attract hundreds of new jobs, while creating
real value for prospective tenants and our investors.”
“Coming out of the ground when other local projects are still on the boards is a crucial advantage,” said
Jon Blunk, senior director for leasing agent Cushman

& Wakefield. “As markets in Broward’s western suburbs
improve, absorption and demand are steadily rising.” In
Miramar’s nearly 1.9 million-square-foot office market,
for example, Cushman & Wakefield’s Miramar Submarket
Report showed an overall vacancy rate of 13.6 percent at
year-end 2012 – down from 16.2 percent a year earlier.

Corrales Architectural Group of Boca Raton designed
the office complex with flexibility to accommodate a single space user or various firms in each of the two buildings. The buildings are designed to achieve Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification
from the U.S. Green Building Council, with energy- and
water-saving features including high efficiency electrical
and HVAC systems, high-performing, low-emitting glass,
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Tips for Using EB-5 Funding
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After successfully managing development of seven
Florida commercial developments totaling about 1
million square feet, principals of Riviera Pointe Holdings turned to EB-5 investors for the first time to fund
the $17 million Professional Center at Riviera Point.
CEO Rodrigo Azpurua, an attorney and real estate
executive who emigrated to the U. S. in 2001 from
Venezuela, reports the EB-5 funding process can be
lengthy and extremely complicated, but definitely
worth pursuing with conventional lending sources
tight.
“It requires the developer have a firm grasp of the
process, and just as importantly, the ability to convey
it clearly to foreign investors who don’t understand

the complexities
of U.S. laws,” said
Azpurua.
“Using EB-5 funding also requires
carefully managing procurement
Rodrigo Azpurua
of consultant and
construction services since a developer won’t have
the luxury of making draws against a pre-approved
construction loan. “It’s crucial to structure contracts to
match up with the very unique way that EB-5 money
flows, coming in $500,000 at a time as investors’ applications are approved.”

and low-flow plumbing fixtures.
Strategically growing its portfolio of
commercial real estate developments,
Riviera Point Holdings is currently acquiring additional properties in Dania Beach
and Doral for development as EB-5-funded
projects, Azpurua said. The Professional
Center at Riviera Point qualified as an
EB-5 investment opportunity under the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) program, and is part of the Florida

tional interested in obtaining permanent
U.S. residency to do so by investing in a
commercial enterprise that generates at
least 10 jobs for U.S. workers for two years.
The EB-5 Visa then becomes permanent.
The qualifying investment for a project
such as Riviera Point, which is located
in a Targeted Employment Area (TEA), is
$500,000. In non-TEA locations, the qualifying investment is $1 million. According
to an economic impact study by Wright
Johnson LLC of Palm Beach, The Riviera
Point development will result in creation
of 441 jobs from the construction and
operation of the center once fully tenanted.

Regional Center EB-5 Investment, LLC. The
building is funded primarily by investors
from Venezuela, Argentina, Spain, Russia and China, and as his team assembles
funding for the second building, Azpurua
said interest is particularly high from
Venezuelan and Argentinian investors
concerned about their respective nation’s
political uncertainties.
The EB-5 program allows a foreign na-
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For information, visit www.rivierap.com
and its blog at www.solideb5plan.com.
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CHICAGO PROJECT

How Does It Happen?
250 Investors Duped For More Than
$145 million – A Chicago Convention Center

EB5info.COM • FEBRUARY 2013

IN THE JANAURY 2013 issue
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of EB5info.com, we ran an article
titled, “SEC & USCIS Take Action to
Stop EB-5 Visa Scheme Committing
Fraud.” The article reviewed how
the SEC and USCIS have coordinated to stop the activities
of Anshoo Sethi and the EB-5
designated Intercontinental
Regional Center Trust of Chicago (IRCTC) from continuing
to misappropriate funds from
overseas immigrant investors in
connection with the “A Chicago
Convention Center LLC” offering
that he and Chinese migration
agents were heavily promoting
to investors.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) alleges that
Anshoo R. Sethi created A Chicago
Convention Center (ACCC) and Intercontinental Regional Center Trust
of Chicago (IRCTC) and fraudulently
sold more than $145 million in securities and collected $11 million in
administrative fees from more than
250 investors primarily from China.
Sethi and his companies duped
investors into believing that by
purchasing interests in ACCC, they
would be financing construction of
the “World’s First Zero Carbon Emission Platinum LEED certified” hotel
and conference center near Chicago’s O’Hare Airport. Investors were
misled to believe their investments
were simultaneously enhancing
their prospects for U.S. citizenship

through the EB-5 Immigrant Investor Pilot Program, which provides
foreign investors an avenue to U.S.
residency by investing in domestic

projects that will create or preserve
a minimum number of jobs for U.S.
workers.
The SEC alleges that Sethi and
his companies falsely boasted to
investors that they had acquired
all the necessary building permits
and that several major hotel chains
had signed onto the project. They
also provided falsified documents
to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) — the federal
agency that administers the EB-5
program — in an attempt to secure
the agency’s preliminary approval
of the project and investors’ provisional visas. Meanwhile, Sethi and
his companies have spent more
than 90 percent of the administra-

tive fees collected from investors
despite their promise to return
this money to investors if their visa
applications are denied. More than
$2.5 million of these funds were
directed to Sethi’s personal bank
account in Hong Kong. Click here
for the full story. http://www.sec.
gov/news/press/2013/2013-20.
htm?goback=%2Egde_3747690_
member_213182006
Not Acting Alone
EB5info.com Managing Director
Michael Gibson stated, “The U.S.
firms participated in this offering
by making it a reality without doing
any KYC investigations or independent due diligence to verify the
claims being made by Sethi. If you
look at all of the U.S. professionals
who are responsible for putting
together an offering package and
subsequent I-526 application for
residency, you will see a list of firms
and service providers who should
have known better:
• Securities attorneys
• Immigration attorneys
• Economists
• Escrow Agents
• Financial Institutions (Loop
Capital)
• Public officials (State and local,
ie. the Governor of Illinois)
• Feasibility study providers
• EB-5 “consultants” & finders

how many U.S. firms and
individuals contributed to
the losses suffered by the
investors through providing him the structure,
marketing material and
legitimacy that he surrounded himself with to
support the fraud over a
very long period of time.
“That Chinese migration
agents don’t care about
their clients should not
be news to anyone here on this
board. The truth is that many U.S.
firms, attorneys and service providers don’t care either as they are
more concerned with capturing the
finders and commission based fees
involved in the transaction and not
at all concerned about the activities
of the issuers or the well-being of
their investor clients (in the case of
immigration attorneys).
“Hopefully the SEC / DOJ will

continue their investigation into
the activities of the U.S. firms and
individuals that participated in the
offering and marketing that supported the fraud committed by
Sethi / IRCTC. If not the regulators,
then the investor’s attorneys who
could easily go after the assets of
the U.S. firms involved to bring relief
to their clients for their losses.”
See news article from China
next page.
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“Together they provided Sethi
the credibility that he needed to
promote this fraud and convince
people to invest. Without the support of the above, some of which
traveled to China to promote the
investment, he would never have
been able to persuade the Chinese
investors to subscribe.
“The Chinese migration agents are
only the point of the spear in this
conspiracy. It is easy to overlook the
involvement of an entire industry
of U.S. persons who directly or
indirectly support these fraudulent
offerings by creating the documents, structure and legitimacy
that are required by these con men
to perpetrate their fraud on unsuspecting investors.
“That Sethi committed fraud in
misrepresenting the risks involved
in the investment appears to be
clear, that is not unique in the EB-5
program. The real story here is
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CHICAGO PROJECT

Chicago Convention Fraud
Coverage from China
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According to the 1 March 2013 report copied below, at least 60 of
the investors in the Chicago Convention Center EB-5 project are from
Guangzhou Province. According to the article, some of the largest
Chinese migration agents in Guangzhou sold the Chicago Convention
Center EB-5 project
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“This reporter has learned that in selling this project
in China, numerous immigration agencies in Beijing,
Shanghai, and Guangdong promoted this project and
several media outlets reported on this project. In Guangdong province, several famous immigration agencies
are implicated including Gasheng, EK Immigration, and
InterContinental Group, causing losses to as many as 60
persons. In addition to each investor’s US$500,000 investment, each investor also paid a so-called administrative
processing fee of US$41,500. Since this case has been ex-

posed, in Guangzhou, Fly Overseas Immigration Company
has been the only immigration company to affirmatively
express that it is trying to protect the interests of investors, whereas the other immigration companies have been
unduly reticent on the case. Previously, Beijing Worldway
had advertised that it was the exclusive agent of this project in China, but since the SEC case, it has told the media
that it had dissociated itself from the project long ago and
that none of its clients had invested in the project.“

“How should one protect oneself in investment immigration? This reporter has learned that immigration
investment fraud constitutes economic fraud. As soon as
an investor discovers that his rights and interests have
been injured, he may pursue administrative and legal
remedies to protect his rights and interests. The Bureaus of
Industry and Commerce and the Public Security Bureaus
all have departments that accept such cases. If necessary, an aggrieved party may also sue the immigration
agencies. Please be reminded that although this incident
has affected the immigration market to some extent, the

demand for emigrating to the U.S. has always been huge.
On the one hand, applicants must take a calm, rational
perspective on EB-5 business investment (placing primary
emphasis on emigrating to the U.S. rather than rate of
return on investment.) On the other hand, immigration
agencies should not only be attracted by the commissions
and benefits offered by the EB-5 projects, but rather should
take into account their clients interests and disclose
potential investment risks to their clients. If not, then the
immigration agents may encounter difficulties and their
credibility in the marketplace will suffer.”
Thanks to Steven Blayney, Blayney Consultinng Limited, for this item & its translation.

CHICAGO PROJECT
MICHAEL GIBSON

by

Managing Director

Motion Filed on Behalf of
EB-5 Chicago Center Project
Investors

The one investor named
was Dong Mei Xu, but
the motion includes the
other investors that were
subscribed to the IRCTC
Chicago Convention
Center project promoted
by Anshoo Sethi that was
recently the subject of an
SEC action.
“This case is about much
more than his $500,000
investment that the SEC
has sued to recover. Xu
and the investors stand
to lose their chance at
United States citizenship

if the court does not act to protect their
interest when it fashions any relief in this
matter. To be clear, Xu does not bring
this motion so that he or the investors
can conduct their own investigation of
the alleged fraud, or to try to gain some
additional recovery from the defendants.”
The argument states that not only are
the investors seeking to recover the
funds wired to IRCTC, but “to intervene
in this action as of right under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a)(2) to protect
his ability to use the Escrowed Funds to
pursue U.S. citizenship through the EB-5
program.”
The action appears to be a plea to allow the investor’s funds, once recovered,
to remain in escrow and then to re-apply

in another project rather than just having the funds, or whatever portion of
the funds the government can recover,
returned to the investors in order to
continue their petition for residency with
USCIS, rather than have those applications withdrawn or revoked for lack of
investment.
“Xu understands that the SEC has
already gathered substantial evidence
of the false statements used to lure Xu
and the investors into investing in the
fraudulent EB-5 program. Xu agrees that
the SEC must conduct a full investigation
into defendants’ conduct and prove that
conduct to the court. If the SEC is able
to do so, Xu and the investors will have
a direct and immediate interest in how
assets are recovered and distributed. Accordingly, Xu respectfully requests that
this motion to Intervene as of right be
granted.”
Further, “Xu is not asking this court
to determine where his money should
be invested. That will be between Xu
and USCIS. Xu merely asks this court to
maintain jurisdiction over the Escrowed
Funds so they can be released from
escrow at Xu’s direction in the event the
SEC prevails.”
It is not clear who has contracted with
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Attorneys Henry Handler and William Berger of the law firm of
Weiss, Handler & Cornwell, P.A. in Boca Raton, Florida have
filed a memorandum of law in support of the motion to intervene on behalf of EB-5 visa applicant and investors in the
IRCTC Chicago Convention Center project.
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Motion con’t from page 15
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Dong Mei Xu Motion
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Weiss Handler to file the memorandum and do the legal work
but sources in China speculate
that they were retained by a large
Chinese migration agent whose
clients they signed up to this
fraud and are now facing pressure
from their investors and Chinese
authorities to fix the mess they
helped create.
UPDATE: We have since been
contacted by Henry Handler the
attorney whose firm filed the motion with the statement on page
17.

I would like to thank Henry for
the clarification and update, that
is appreciated. I would also like
to add to this that we sent him
several emails and made phone
calls asking to see if we could get
clarity on what the motion was
about which, if returned, might
have helped avoid our misunderstanding and reporting on the
subject.
We did have a very nice chat
with his secretary who confirmed
that they had received our attempts to communicate, but
con’t page 18

“

If the Chinese
clients truly want
relief, they should
take action against
the agents, EB-5
service providers,
finders and
promoters who
convinced them to
put their trust and
capital into such a
bogus, worthless
offering...”

17
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Lawsuit con’t from page 17
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This contiunes with my opinion on the state of the market, investors and agents: If the Chinese clients truly want
relief, they should take action against the agents, EB-5
service providers, finders and promoters who convinced
them to put their trust and capital into such a bogus,
worthless offering and not look to the U.S. government
for help as federal agencies are under no obligation to
assist or protect them from making stupid investment
decisions or helping Chinese agents unwind a mess they
helped create.
This plea sounds like a cry for help from promoters
who were caught with their pants down when the project they were promised millions of dollars in commissions for marketing got caught up in an SEC action.

Typically, these agents would not care once the
I-526s had been approved and the projects failed as
they would have collected much of their commissions
(except for the lost payments on the back end), but in
this case the I-526s were not approved by USCIS so they
lost the only things they care about: face (their reputation) and money. They are also possibly facing action by
Chinese authorities, hence this case to show everyone
in China that they are doing something to “help” their
clients.
It will be interesting to see if an action will ever be
taken by investors against not only the developers, but
against those in the industry that supported and promoted the fraud both here and overseas.
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unfortunatley we did not have a response by the time
we published the story. In any event, we stand clarified
and hope that if there are any further developments in
this case we will be able to report those more accurately.
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FCPA
by

STEVEN BLAYNEY
Esquire
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It has been alleged
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that in some cases some
EB-5 regional center
projects, in order to gain a
competitive advantage in
the Chinese market, may
pay substantial commissions to Chinese emigration agents in China without informing Chinese
investors of such commissions. In the case of
the controversial Chicago
Convention Center SEC
case, it has been alleged
that some Chinese emigration agents in China
received commissions as
high as US$125,000 per
investor to promote the
EB-5 offering in China.1
This article briefly analyzes possible exposure to
criminal and civil liability
under the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”)
and other legislation as
well as China’s anti-bribery
legislation arising out the
payment of such alleged
“kickbacks” to Chinese
emigration agents. The
information contained
herein is gleaned from the
publication entitled A Resource Guide to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
by the Criminal Division
of the U.S. Department of
Justice and the Enforcement Division of the U.S.
Securities and Exchange
Commission (November
2012) (“Resource Guide”).

FCPA
In brief, the FCPA prohibits “issuers”, “domestic con-

EB-5 Regional Center
Payments to Chinese
Emigration Agents:

Implications under the
U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act

cerns,” and certain other persons while on
U.S. territory from “…offering to pay, paying, promising to pay, or authorizing the
payment of money or anything of value
to a foreign official in order to influence
any act or decision of the foreign official
in his or her official capacity or to secure
any other improper advantage in order
to obtain or retain business.”2 Since “domestic concerns” basically includes any
corporation, limited partnership, or other
commercial entity organized under U.S.
federal or state law, EB-5 regional centers,
their project companies and their officers, members and directors are subject
to the FCPA.3
Under the FCPA, the term “foreign official” includes “…any officer or employee

of a foreign government or any department, or instrumentality thereof.”4 For
EB-5 regional centers, the crucial issue is
whether Chinese emigration agents may
constitute an “instrumentality” of the Chinese government? If so, then the alleged
“kickbacks” paid the Chinese emigration
agencies in China may invoke liability
under the FCPA.
According to the Resource Guide, the
term “instrumentality” is broadly defined
and may include state-owned or statecontrolled entities.5 It would seem that
whether a foreign entity constitutes an
“instrumentality” of a foreign government
turns largely upon the entity’s relationship to the foreign government and the
extent of control of the foreign govern-

members.
• The foreign state’s degree of control over the entity (including whether key officers and directors of the
entity are, or are appointed by government officials).
It appears that local Chinese government Public Security Bureau Entry & Exit Administration Departments
(“PSB”) exercise a high degree of direct and indirect control over Chinese emigration agencies. Under relevant
Chinese government regulations, Chinese emigration
agents must obtain a specific license from the PSB in
order engage in business operations. Only Chinese nationals (without foreign citizenship or foreign permanent
residence) may obtain the license. Foreigners need not
apply.7
• The foreign state’s characterization of the entity
and its employees.
Chinese emigration agents must submit to a quasi-

• The level of financial support by the foreign state;
• The entity’s provision of services to the jurisdiction’s residents;
• Whether the government end or purpose sought to
be achieved is expressed in the policies of the foreign
government; and
• The general perception that the entity is performing official or governmental functions.6

governmental immigration agency association. In
Guangdong Province, the relevant association is called
the Guangdong Entry & Exit Immigration Service Association (“Guangdong Immigration Association”) According
to Chinese news reports, the current head of one provincial immigrant agency association in China also runs
one of the largest emigration agencies in China. In fact,
in China, it is quite common for Chinese government
officials to wear two hats; they may be both the regulator, and the party regulated. In some cases, a Chinese
emigration agency might, practically speaking, be the
PSB. This phenomenon is particularly true where Communist Party members in ostensibly commercial enterprises rub shoulders with Communist Party members in
government administrative departments. As a result, the
public-private distinction may be somewhat blurred and
murky, which is fertile ground for corruption.
The relationship of the Guangdong Immigration Association to the Guangdong PSB is described on the
association’s website, which provides in part (in English
translation):
“The Guangdong Entry & Exit Immigration Service
Association is a lawful organ established for the dual
purpose of serving its members and the Guangdong

Below we consider Chinese emigration agencies in light
of the foregoing factors.
• The foreign state’s extent of ownership of the
entity.
The only way to determine the ownership structure
of a particular Chinese emigration agency is to inspect
its Chinese business license and undertake other appropriate due diligence. I understand that in some cases
some Chinese emigration agencies may be subsidiaries
of Chinese government departments such as the local
Administration for Industry and Commerce, the local
Public Security Bureau, or the local government Chambers of Commerce. In other cases, some Chinese emigration agencies may be owned or controlled by current or
former Chinese government officials, or Communist Party
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ment over the entity in question. In assessing whether a
foreign entity is an “instrumentality” under the FCPA, the
following factors are relevant:
• The foreign state’s extent of ownership of the
entity;
• The foreign state’s degree of control over the entity (including whether key officers and directors of the
entity are, or are appointed by government officials);
• The foreign state’s characterization of the entity
and its employees;
• The circumstances surrounding the entity’s creation;
• The purpose of the entity’s activities
• The entity’s obligations and privileges under the
foreign state’s law;
• The exclusive or controlling power vested in the
entity to administer its designated functions;
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Provincial Public Security Bureau by functioning as
a bridge, link and “staff assistant” of Chinese government administrative departments in order to safeguard the lawful rights and interests of the entry &
exit industry, unite lawful organs of the Guangdong
Province entry & exit service industry, strengthen
the cohesiveness and self-defense of the industry,
and promote the economic and social efficiency of
the sector. The Guangdong Entry & Exit Immigration
Service Association is subject to the operational direction and supervision of its administrative department,
the Guangdong Provincial Public Security Bureau, and
its registration authority as a social organization, the
Guangdong Provincial Civil Affairs Office.”8
One could infer from the foregoing that the Guangdong Immigration Association considers itself basically to be an extension of the Guangdong PSB.
• The circumstances surrounding the entity’s creation.
The reason that the Chinese emigration agents are
subject to the administrative jurisdiction of the PSB
relates to the phenomenon of the Hukou, which is
unique in China. In China, the local PSB has a file on
every Chinese citizen (and foreign resident) that the PSB
administers under its Hukou system. If a Chinese citizen
wishes to move to another city, he/she must apply to
have his/her file administratively transferred to the PSB
of the destination city. Similar administrative arrangements must be undertaken if a Chinese citizen wishes to
move temporarily or permanently overseas.
Over the course of China’s market reforms and liberalization many Chinese government functions, particularly
commercial functions, were spun off to pseudo commercial enterprises. For example, commercial telecommunications functions were spun off of the Ministry of Information Industry to the state-owned Enterprise, China
Telecom (China Mobile). Similarly, some of the commercial services of the PSB, including immigration functions,
were spun off to the Chinese emigration agencies, which,
in effect, became sideline businesses for PSB officials.
• The purpose of the entity’s activities – The purpose
of the activities of the Chinese emigration agencies is
basically to provide an interface between foreign immigration law firms, with which, under relevant Chinese
regulations, the Chinese emigration agents are required
to enter into cooperation agreements with as a condition of their licenses, and the local PSB which administers the Chinese client’s Hukou.
• The entity’s obligations and privileges under the
foreign state’s law.

Because of China’s licensing regime, which excludes
foreigners from engaging in immigration work in China,
the Chinese emigration agents enjoy an exclusive, monopolistic position in the Chinese market.
• The exclusive or controlling power vested in the
entity to administer its designated functions. The
Chinese emigration agents are not autonomous. The
Chinese emigration agents are directly subject to the
PSB, and indirectly subject to the PSB through the PSB’s
control over the local immigraton agents association.
• The level of financial support by the foreign state.
It is doubtful whether the Chinese government provides
financial support to the Chinese emigration agencies.
However, it is foreseeable that a well-connected person
in China could use his/her influence to obtain state bank
financing to establish a Chinese emigration agency.
• The entity’s provision of services to the jurisdiction’s residents. The quasi-governmental relationship
of the Chinese emigration agents to the relevant local
PSB is reflected in the fact that the operational business territory of Chinese emigration agents parallels the
administrative jurisdiction of its parent PSB. For example,
licensed Chinese emigration agents in Guangdong Province may not engage in business activities outside of the
PSB’s jurisdiction of Guangdong Province.
• Whether the government end or purpose sought
to be achieved is expressed in the policies of the
foreign government.
One might assume that since only Chinese nationals may obtain the Chinese emigration agents license
that the Chinese government considers it important to
exclude foreigners from this area of work in China. Since
Chinese emigration agencies must join the relevant
local immigration agency association, which is basically
an arm of the local PSB, the system is set up such that
Chinese emigration agencies, in effect, become part of
the PSB.
• The general perception that the entity is performing official or governmental functions.
It is self-evident from the quotation above taken from
the Guangdong Entry & Exit Immigration Association
website that the association (and its members) considers
itself to be an arm of the Chinese government, specifically the Guangdong PSB.
From consideration of the foregoing factors in relation
to Chinese emigration agents it could perhaps be argued
that reasonable people might differ on the issue of
whether Chinese emigration agencies constitute “instrumentalities” of the Chinese government. Accordingly, it
may be advisable for U.S. EB-5 regional center principals

Chinese Anti-Bribery Law
China does not currently have a unified anti-commercial bribery law, similar to the U.S. FCPA; however,
bribery is prohibited under various Chinese criminal and
civil statutes, including the PRC Criminal Law, the PRC
Anti-Unfair Competition Law, and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce Provisional Regulations
on Prohibiting Commercial Bribery (“Provisional Regulations”). Under the Anti-Unfair Competition Law and the
Provisional Regulations, “commercial bribery” includes
“acts of unfair competition where a business operator,
with the objective of eliminating competitors and with
a view to securing a trading opportunity, surreptitiously
offers property or other advantages to relevant personnel of the transaction counterparty and other relevant
personnel who have an influence on the transaction.”10
Under the Provisional Regulations, the term “property” means cash and physical goods…in the guise of
a promotion fee, sponsorship fee, research fee, service
fee, consulting fee, or commission, or through the
reimbursement of various expenses in order to sell or
purchase merchandise.”
In assessing the legality of a regional center payment
to a Chinese emigration agent, U.S. regulators are likely
to take into account whether in the context of the transaction the payment was “reasonable” under the circumstances and whether it was “improper” under local law.11
The information contained herein should not be relied
upon as legal advice. Readers seeking advice on the FCPA
or other relevant legislation should retain legal counsel
experienced in FCPA matters.

Steven Blayney
is a Hong Kongbased, U.S.
qualified lawyer
(Washington
State) with
extensive experience marketing
EB-5 projects in
China. Blayney
speaks and reads
Mandarin Chinese
fluently. Hong
Kong-based
agents provide
access to the Chinese market and may possibly be exempt
from the SEC broker-dealer registration requirement as
non-U.S. persons. For more information, please contact Mr.
Blayney at Blayney Consulting Limited, BlayneyConsulting@gmail.com.
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to seek the advice of experienced FCPA counsel or seek
a U.S. Department of Justice Opinion on whether the
particular Chinese emigration agency in question selling
their EB-5 project in China might be an “instrumentality”
of the Chinese government under the FCPA.
It is important to note that even if Chinese emigration
agents are not an “instrumentality” of the Chinese government under the FCPA, the fact that Chinese EB-5 investors are allegedly not informed that the EB-5 offering
“subscription fees” and “administrative fees” are allegedly
kicked back to the Chinese emigration agents is potentially worrisome since even ostensibly “private” bribery
“…may still violate the FCPA’s accounting provisions, the
Travel Act, anti-money laundering laws, and other federal or foreign laws. Any type of corrupt payment thus
carries a risk of prosecution.”9
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OPINIONS
MICHAEL GIBSON

by

Managing Director

Oceana Study Reveals
Widespread Seafood Fraud

A

study recently released by
the nonprofit conservancy
group Oceana reveals that
one in three fish sold in markets and
restaurants was mislabeled. What
consumers thought they were purchasing turned out to be something else
entirely 33% of the time.
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Oceana Study Reveals Seafood Fraud
Nationwide:
• 59% of the fish that was labeled
“tuna” sold at restaurants and
stores was not tuna
• Sushi restaurants were far more
likely to mislabel their fish than
were grocery markets or traditional restaurants
• Snapper was the only fish that was
more likely to be misrepresented
than tuna: 87% of the time and was actually fish
from six different species (rockfish, sea bass,
Antarctic toothfish)
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• 84% of samples labeled “white tuna” were escolar,
an oily fish that can cause uncontrollable, prolonged anal leakages
• In New York, Washington DC, Chicago and Austin,

every single sushi restaurant sampled served mislabeled tuna
This is considered to be the largest seafood fraud investigation conducted in the world to date and the results
found that what was served or sold was in many cases not what was advertised.

The study sampled seafood from
674 retail outlets in 21 states to
determine if they were correctly
labeled. Using DNA analysis the
scientists found that the most popular (and expensive) species such
as snapper and tuna were the most
likely to be misrepresented (87
and 59% of the time respectively).
Although that should not be a
surprise given the profit motive
for both restaurants and markets,
what was most disturbing was that
most of the fraud occurred where
one would least expect: in sushi
restaurants.

Perhaps the most disappointing
finding was that where one would
have expected the least amount of
misrepresentation to occur, in sushi restaurants overseen by knowledgeable chefs, the exact opposite was
found, the highest level of intentional fraud.
The DNA testing revealed that sushi restaurants mislabeled their fish 74% of the time,
and oily escolar or “butter fish,” a fish that
if over 6 ounces is consumed could lead to
explosive gastrointestinal disorders, was substituted 84% of the time for “white tuna.”
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The fraud was especially prevalent in Southern California where
52% of the samples taken were
mislabeled. Other cities such as
Boston, Houston and Austin came
in a close second with almost half
of the fish tested being other than
advertised, but the misrepresentation and mislabeling were prevalent across the nation.
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Seafood con’t from page 25
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EB-5 and Fish
What does this have to do with EB-5 visa offerings?
The analogy for the investors is that what is often presented by the issuers and EB-5 consultants or “experts”
may not truly represent the risks involved in the job creation or project development when greed is the motive,
fraud and deception the vehicles.
Misrepresentation and lack of material disclosure of
the risks contained in the offering by issuers, finders and
promoters in the development of the project is unfortunately a daily occurrence in the world of EB5 marketing.   The results in those who consume these promises
and assurances without verifying the unrealistic claims
being made by these agents and “finders” could unfortunately be remorse, disappointment and loss of both
residency and capital.

I wonder how that defense will work should the attorneys be implicated in relief actions for issues related to
dual representation and lack of due care, even where the
potential conflicts of interest and compensation agreements were disclosed to the clients? Would the investor
even understand the legal language contained in these
disclaimers or are the simply relying on their attorney to
keep them safe and informed of the risks involved?
The deception was not limited to investors, however.
In the aftermath of the IRCTC debacle it was discovered
that many Chinese migration agents routinely held
seminars paid for by other Regional Centers only to later
convince their clients, after the newbie Center principals
had gone back to America, that the project that they
were presented in the seminar was “not appropriate”

Investors who turn to those that they most depend on
to help guide them, their immigration attorneys, may
be the most disappointed of all when they find that
those they thought they could trust actually represent
the seller (the developers, Regional Centers and Chinese
agencies) who dictate that they do not ask too many (or
any) questions regarding the credibility or feasibility of
the project to create jobs or return the investment at
term.
The philosophy appears to be that if the consumers
don’t know the difference, then what does it matter?
Just in case, however, I have a disclaimer that says I
only file the paperwork, I am not paid to look after your
interests.
Should the client get sick after eating the tainted fish,
the chef then says “Hey, I had no idea that fish was mislabeled but it was not my fault, I just work here. I am not
the one who bought the fish, I just prepare what I am
told to serve.”

and were guided into the higher commission paying
Chicago Convention Center or other deals with longer
standing and better paying Centers whose monthly
quotas they had to fill.
This practice is extremely common as the agents
will use the newer, eager Center to pay for the lavish
ceremony as “bait”, perhaps give them one or two investors, and then switch the bulk of their clients into the
project paying the highest commission in the market. I
propose naming that tactic the “Escolar” as the effect on
the duped Centers and investors is essentially the same.
To put this into context and to change a noun into
a verb, if you are a new Center or developer and you
come back later this spring from China having spent a
lot of time and money to get just a handful of investors,
you have been”escolard.” If you are an investor and your
immigration attorney keeps refering you to the same
5 to 6 Centers with assurances of “good track records,”
then you are being “escolarded.” Bon apetite!
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OPINIONS

Material Change
Prohibition for Investors
Dates at least to 1977, NOT 1998
by Joseph P.
Whalen

Joseph Whalen
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LITTLE KNOWN TO EB-5
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practitioners today, the concept
of an “investor visa” dates to 1966
through a regulatory interpretation
of an obscure reference in the 1965
Act. The former “Special Immigrant”
Nonquota/Nonpreference Visa was
issued pursuant to former INA §
101(a)(27) [8 USC § 1101(a)(27)] as a
Regulatorily Defined Labor Certification Exemption for an “Investor”
as an interpretation of the “Other
Qualified Immigrant” found in former INA § 203(a)(8) [8 USC § 1153(a)
(8)] (1965). Legacy INS promulgated
8 CFR § 212.8(b)(4) in the Federal
Register in 1966. This immigration
benefit first appeared in the Code
of Federal Regulation in 1967. A
preference visa for entrepreneurs/
investors was made statutory by
Congress in 1990, via IMMACT90
at INA § 203(b)(5) as employmentbased 5th preference: EB-5.
____________________
Matter of Heidari, 16 I&N Dec.
203 (BIA 1977) was decided by the
board May 4, 1977. The board DISMISSED this motion to reconsider
a dismissal of a prior motion to
reconsider an even earlier dismissal

of a motion to reopen a deportation proceeding in order to allow
filing for adjustment of status as an
investor.
The respondent attempted to submit “newly created” evidence that
only came into being after he had
already been ordered deported
and long after the original application was filed and the prior denials
and dismissals. The board refused
to consider the brand new evidence
under the prior regulation when a
previous case was already denied
under the prior regulation.
The revised immigrant investor
classification under 8 CFR § 212.8(b)
(4) “now” (in 1977) required an alien
to invest $40,000 and be the principal manager of the business and
employ at least one USC or LPR employee (excluding self, spouse, and
children). The latest revision had
become effective on Oct. 7, 1976,
pursuant to its having been published in final form at 41 FR 37566,
Sept. 7, 1976. The older version
was “superseded” and the revision
was applicable prospectively. The
investment that was the underlying
basis of the new investor application commenced after the effective
date of the new regulation and was
therefore subject to it.
____________________
Since, in this case, the evidence
came into being after the effective date, it had to be considered
under the newer regulation. The

board found that the respondent
had failed to make a prima facie
showing of eligibility based on the
operative regulation at the time
that the evidence came into being.
In other words, the BIA would not
allow the major material change in
the evidence to be considered in
connection with the older regulation and also failed to meet the requirements of the newer regulation.
The BIA made a policy decision in
order to block attempts by unlawfully present aliens to drag things
out in the hopes of “getting lucky.”
Case found at http://www.justice.
gov/eoir/vll/intdec/vol16/2581.
pdf, Heidari represents the earlier
prohibition against material change
for investors, but was not cited in
Izummi, which instead was based
upon Katigbak. Here is a deeper explanation of Izummi and Katigbak.
Matter of Izummi, 22 I&N Dec.
169 (BIA1 1998) holds, in pertinent
part,

“

The board refused
to consider
the brand new
evidence under the
prior regulation
when a previous
case was already
denied under the
prior regulation. “

to the satisfaction of USCIS that everything is
in order at time of the final adjudication. This
principle should also apply through the motions and appeal processes. Remember that a
Dummy I-526 is actually an I-924 amendment
that allows for the advance vetting of the prima facie
evidence of eligibility as to the business plan, economic analysis, and transactional documents, exclusive of
the individual investors’ evidence of lawful source and
path of funds. The best one can expect is a Provisional
Approval contingent upon successful execution of the
planned project/investment.
Knowing all of this, can the pundits and obfuscators
who whine about the “big bad” USCIS being unfair really convince anyone that the material change prohibition as applied to an I-526 is so horrible? Ask the
well-prepared I-526 petitioner who is in line behind the
unprepared I-526 petitioner and let me know! Yes, I am
being sarcastic on purpose. That’s my two-cents, for
now.
Joseph Walen is an independent EB-5 Business Consultant & Advisor, silver.surfereb5@gmail.com, http://www.
slideshare.net/bigjoe5.
1
Until recently the decision as noted on the EOIR website listed this
as a BIA precedent and the actual I&N Decision credits it to what was
then INS, Regional Commissioner, it was actually rendered by the
AAO which incorrectly called itself AAU, of what was INS (now AAO of
USCIS). AAU was renamed AAO in 1994, under Janet Reno. I got EOIR
to fix this error online.
2
On April 17, 2007, 72 FR at 19105 added 8 CFR § 103.2 Applications, petitions, and other documents. (b)(1) Demonstrating eligibility at time of filing. An applicant or petitioner must establish that he
or she is eligible for the requested benefit at the time of filing the application or petition. All required application or petition forms must
be properly completed and filed with any initial evidence required by
applicable regulations and/or the form’s instructions. Any evidence
submitted in connection with the application or petition is incorporated into and considered part of the relating application or petition.
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2007/pdf/E7-7228.pdf
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(3) A petitioner may not make material changes to his petition in an effort
to make a deficient petition conform to
service requirements.
That same decision goes on to further
explain the underlying requirement,
thus: “A petitioner must establish eligibility at the time of filing; a petition
cannot be approved at a future date
after the petitioner becomes eligible
under a new set of facts. See Matter of
Katigbak, 14 I&N Dec. 45, 49 (Comm.
1971), Therefore, a petitioner may not
make material changes to a petition that has already
been filed in an effort to make an apparently deficient
petition conform to service requirements.” [emphasis
added]
Matter of Katigbak, 14 I&N Dec. 45 (Reg, Comm.,
1971) is often cited with regard to the general principle as restated in Izummi that one “must establish
eligibility at the time of filing2” and as expanded upon
in the 3rd prong of the 13 prong holding in Izummi,
prohibiting the making of material changes subsequent to filing to remedy deficiencies. This is not to
be confused with a mere matter of supplying further
evidence in response to a request for evidence. The
prohibition is against creating new circumstances for
which no evidence previously existed in the absence of
a material change made subsequent to filing. It should
be remembered that both of these precedent decisions
involve visa petitions that are tied inextricably to the
filing date as the priority date for purposes of obtaining a place in a very long line for an immigrant visa.
Such immigrant visa being among the visa preference
categories for which there are numerical limitations
and country of origin quotas.
The above principles apply to the I-526, which is a
visa petition. The filing date of an approved I-526 will
transform into a priority date for visa allocation and
issuance purposes. To allow major material changes to
happen after filing is unfair to those petitioners who
wait until they get things in order before filing. The
priority date has not been a real consideration for EB-5
until now. It is anticipated that there will be a cut-off
date for China this year, probably in the summer.
____________________
The I-924 does NOT involve a priority date. It is wide
open to material changes in order to make it approvable. The decision must be based upon the entire
record as developed during the proceeding and prove
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